To obtain groups with bounded harmonic functions (which are not hyperbolic), one of the most frequent way is to look at some semi-direct products (e.g. lamplighter groups). The aim here is to show that many of these semi-direct products do not admit harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ p , for p ∈ [1, ∞[.
In [5] and [6] , the author showed that many groups do not have nonconstant harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ p (for p ∈ [1, ∞[): e.g. Liouville groups, lamplighters on Z d with amenable lamp states, groups with infinitely many finite conjugacy classes, ... The aim of this short paper is to show that many semi-direct products (including lamplighter groups on bigger spaces) also have this property. This contrasts with the fact that all groups admit non-constant harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ ∞ (i.e. Lipschitz) and that the groups under consideration have many non-constant bounded harmonic functions.
The graphs Γ = (X, E) considered here will almost always be the Cayley graphs of finitely generated groups. The gradient of f : X → R is ∇f : E → R defined by ∇f (x, y) = f (y) − f (x). The space of p-Dirichlet functions is D p (Γ) = {f : X → R | ∇f ∈ ℓ p (E)} and the space of harmonic functions is H(Γ) = ker(∇ * ∇). Harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ p (E) are denoted HD p (Γ) = H(Γ) ∩ D p (Γ), and BHD p (Γ) = HD p (Γ ∩ ℓ ∞ (X) is the subspace of bounded such functions.
Although these spaces depend a priori on the generating set, a slight abuse of notation will be made by replacing the Cayley graph Γ by the finitely generated group it represents. 
Proof

Boundary values
The following lemma, taken from [5] , will come in handy. Let 
Proof. Let g n = P n g, then
On the other hand if H has polynomial growth of degree at least d then P i ℓ r ≤ Kn −d/2r ′ where r ′ is the Hölder conjugate of r. Indeed, use
Varopoulos to have a bound on the ℓ ∞ norm: P n ℓ ∞ ≤ K 2 n −d/2 . The ℓ 1 -norm is always 1. Interpolate to get the ℓ r norm:
By Young's inequality (see [10, Theorem 0.3.1]) one deduces convergence (of the difference in ℓ q -norm) and
, ∞ and K 1 is the product of the norm of ∇ * (from ℓ p of the edges ℓ p of the vertices) and of Green's kernel (from
For the last assertion, note thatg is harmonic bounded (given g is bounded) and has gradient in ℓ q (being the sum of a function in D p (H) and a function in ℓ q (H)).
Some slicing and a reduction
Take G = C ⋊ φ H. Assume H is finitely generated (by S H ) and there is a set
Recall c 0 is the closure of finitely supported functions in ℓ ∞ : for some countable set Y ,
For z ∈ H let |z| be the word length of z (for S H ). For c ∈ C, let |c| be the word length for [the infinite alphabet] φ H (S C ), let supp c be the minimal set of F ⊂ H such that c belongs to the group generated by φ F (S C ) := {φ z (c) | z ∈ F, c ∈ S C }, and let
There exists a sequence ǫ ′ n of positive real numbers tending to 0
Similarly:
There exists a sequence ǫ n of positive real numbers tending to 0 so that
. Again, the terms in this sum tend to 0 (formally, we use again that ℓ p ⊂ c 0 ).
The following lemma is probably well-known. To do this, note that there is some edge e ∈ E so that, up to multiplying f by a constant, ∇f (e) = 1 (this is possible since f is non-constant). For any ǫ, let γ 1 be so that |∇(λ γ 1 f )(e)| < ǫ/2, |∇f (γ −1 1 e)| < ǫ/2. This is possible since ∇f ∈ c 0 (E). Pick γ 2 so that λ γ 2 f has gradient < ǫ/4 at e and γ 
. This is because the ℓ 2 (N 2 ) norm for these matrices can also be expressed by TrM T M and is consequently independent of the choice of orthogonal basis.
Let dim ker L = k and M = L − Id. Since there is an orthogonal basis of R N such that the first k elements actually form a basis of ker L, this implies
This means that the space spanned by
is of dimension at least (1 − ǫ 2 )N . In particular there is an infinite dimensional space of Lipschitz harmonic functions. This implies the group is not of polynomial growth.
The preceding lemma does not a priori exclude the existence of Lipschitz harmonic functions with sublinear growth (this is true, current work in progress by G. Kozma & al. ).
Remark 6: Before moving on, it is necessary to note that groups of polynomial growth are Liouville, i.e. they have no non-constant bounded harmonic functions. Thus for such groups H, BHD q (H) ≃ R for any q ∈ [1, ∞]. In fact, if q < ∞, then HD q (H) contains only constants, by Lemma 5. If H has growth at least polynomial of degree d > 2p and q ∈ dp d−2p , ∞ , [5, Theorem 1.2] shows that BHD q (H) ≃ R implies HD p (H) ≃ R. In particular, if H has superpolynomial growth, q > p and BHD q (H) ≃ R implies HD p (H) ≃ R.
Constant at infinity
Assume H is either of polynomial growth or has superpolynomial growth and BHD q (H) ≃ R for some q > p. For f ∈ D p (G) and c ∈ C, letf (c, ·) = lim n→∞ P n H f (c, ·), where P n H is the random walk operator restricted to H. Thus, by Lemma 4, Lemma 2 and Remark 6, f (c, ·) − cst c ℓ ∞ (H) ≤ K 1 ǫ ⌊c⌋ , where cst c is the constant functionf (c, ·).
If C is not finitely generated, then H \ F is infinite for any finite set F . Proof. We need to show that the constants cst c i corresponding to c 1 and c 2 ∈ C are close. Let |c −1 2 c 1 | be the distance from c 1 to c 2 (in the infinitely generated Cayley graph of C for the generating set φ H (S C )).
Fix some ǫ > 0 and assume for simplicity that K 1 ≥ 1.
Let z be so that ν := max(ǫ ′ |z| , ǫ |z| ) < ǫ/K 1 (3|c −1 2 c 1 | + 5) and z lies outside Σ where Σ = supp c 1 ∪supp c 2 . Since, for some s ∈ S C , ⌊c+φ z (s)⌋ ≥ |z|, by Lemmas 4 and 2, |f (c+φ z (s), w)−cst c+φz(s) | < K 1 ν for any w ∈ H and any c with supp c ⊂ Σ.
Also, by Lemma 3, for any c ∈ C, |f (c, z) − f (c + φ z (s), z)| < ν. Thus, for any s ′ ∈ S C , for any w ∈ Σ and any c with supp c ⊂ Σ,
Hence, one has
Finally,
Since the above holds for any ǫ > 0, the conclusion follows.
To see the limit exists, note that the sequence is Cauchy.
Proof of theorem 1. Let B n be a sequence of balls with the same centre. Say a function has only one value at infinity if, up to changing f by a constant function, f (B c n ) ⊂] − σ n , σ n [ for some sequence of positive numbers σ n tending to 0.
Take f ∈ HD p (Γ). If f takes only one value at infinity, then f is constant (by the maximum principle).
Thus, the theorem follows if we show any f ∈ D p (G) has one value at infinity (it is not even required that f be harmonic). Change f by a constant so that the functionf from Theorem 7 tends to 0 as |c| → ∞. This implies
It remains to check that f (c, z) also tends to 0 as |z| → ∞. Assume z / ∈ S ⌊c⌋ H (i.e. |z| > ⌊c⌋), then
Thus f has only one value at infinity.
Some examples and questions
Examples
Le us rewrite Theorem 1.
Corollary 8. Let G = C ⋊ φ H and assume C is not finitely generated but G is.
• If H has polynomial growth of degree d, then, for all p ∈ [1, d/2[, HD p (G) contains only constant functions.
• If H has intermediate growth, then, for all p ∈ [1, ∞[, HD p (G) contains only constant functions.
• If H has exponential growth and p ∈ [1, ∞[ and let 1 ≤ p < q ≤ ∞.
Example 9: The classical example is to take L finitely generated group ("lamp state") and C = ⊕ H L with H acting by shifting the index. C is the "lamp configuration group", and the semi-direct product is called a lamplighter group. If H and L are finitely generated, then S C can be picked to be the generating set of L (at the index e H ). Georgakopoulos [4] showed lamplighter graph do not have harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ 2 . His methods extends to harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ p . However, the lamp groups are always finite.
Using Theorem 1, [6, §4] , [9, Theorem.(iv) ] and work of Georgakopoulos [4] , one may readily check that the only lamplighter groups for which it is not proven that HD p (Γ) ≃ R for any p ∈ [1, ∞[ are those where L is infinite amenable and either 1-H is of polynomial growth and not virtually Abelian or 2-H has HD p (H) ≃ R.
Though the proof was not done in this generality, Theorem 1 extends almost verbatim to the case of lamplighter graphs. The correct hypothesis is that the graph H must have IS d for d > 2p and either: 1-HD p (H) ≃ R or 2-BHD q (H) ≃ R for some q ∈ dp d−2p , ∞ . This gives a partial answer to a problem raised by Georgakopoulos [4, Problem 3.1].
Example 10: Another classical example is to take Sym H to be the permutations H → H which are not the identity only on a finite set. There is a natural action (say, on the right) of H on itself by permutation. This gives G = Sym H ⋊ φ H which is finitely generated (although Sym H is not finitely generated).
Further comments and questions
A simple way to show that the gradient of a harmonic function is not in ℓ p is to think in terms of electric currents. This is essentially the method used by Georgakopoulos [4] to show lamplighter graph do not have harmonic functions with gradient in ℓ 2 . Indeed, if one exhibits "many" paths which are "not too long" between points where the potential is ≥ 5/8 and points where its ≤ 3/8, then one gets a lower bound on the gradient.
Note that, for groups, using [5, Theorem 1.2], it is sufficient to consider the case of bounded harmonic functions. Still, assume for simplicity that f is a bounded harmonic function. Then, up to normalisation, its values are between 0 and 1. Let N = f −1 [0, 3/8] and P = f −1 [5/8, 1] (both are infinite sets). Let k n be the maximal number of edge-disjoint paths of length ≤ n between N and P . Then the ℓ p norm of the current is at least Question 11. Given a group of exponential growth and divergence rate n → n d , is it possible to show that k n grows exponentially? Indeed, there are always two geodesic rays {x n } and {y n } with f (x n ) → 1 and f (y n ) → 0. If the divergence does not grow too quickly, then there should be [exponentially] many paths of distance roughly Kn 1/d between those (for some K > 0).
